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INTRODUCTION
If one were to judge by the sheer number of receptors to which they are coupled, the phospholipids
and their metabolites would be arguably the most important of all second messengers (Figure 1). What is
so special about phospholipids and phospholipid signaling proteins? The phosphoinositides and other
signal-transducing phospholipids are compartmentalized in distinct pools in the various membranes of the
cell, separated by aqueous phase barriers. Most of the proteins involved are amphitropic, meaning they can
exist as either membrane or soluble proteins. Reversible translocation between the cytosol and different
cell membranes is a central feature of their cell biology. The activities of the proteins feature the full range
of complexities of interfacial enzymology; their evolution reflects the unique requirements of life.

Fig. 1. A highly simplified schematic of some of the most intensively studied pathways in phosphoinositide signaling. The
receptors at the top represent generic G-protein-coupled receptors and tyrosine-kinase-linked receptors. The figure is intended to
emphasize that structures are now known for representatives of nearly all of the best-known players in phosphoinositide
hydrolysis, phosphorylation and dephosphorylation, as well as for the key ‘receptor’ domains in their downstream effectors. The
structures were generated with Spock from the following PDB codes: PLC, 1QAT; PI3K, 1QMM; PIPK, 1BO1; PTEN, 1D5R;
C1 domain, 1PTR; C2 domain, 1QAT; cPLA2, 1CJY; FYVE domain, 1VFY; PH domain, 1MAI. β-Strands are green, helices
magenta, metal ions blue and lipid head-groups yellow. DAG, diacylglycerol; IP3, inositol (1,4,5)-trisphosphate; PIPn,
phosphatidylinositol polyphosphate.

Phosphatidylinositol (PI) exists biologically in derivatives that are phosphorylated singly at the D3, D-4 and D-5 positions, and in all possible combinations [ 1 ]. Each of these seven species has a distinct
biological role in metazoan signaling networks. Their formation and interconversion depend on the action
of specific phosphoinositide kinases and phosphatases. The regulation of phosphoinositide kinases has
been studied intensively because of their close coupling to many cell surface receptors. Nevertheless, until
several years ago, almost nothing was known about their three-dimensional structure. Phosphatidylinositol
3-kinases (PI3Ks) are key molecules in the signal transduction pathways initiated by the binding of
extracellular signals to their cell surface receptors. The past decade has seen the determination of the first
crystal structures for archetypal members of both major families of phosphoinositide kinases:
phosphoinositide 3-kinase and 4-kinase (PI3K/PI4K), and the phosphatidylinositol phosphate kinases
(PIPKs) [ 2 ]. Another important superfamily of signal-transducing lipid kinases is responsible for
phosphorylation of diacylglycerol and sphingosine.
The structures of PIPK-IIβ [ 3 ] and PI3K-γ [ 4 ] reveal that both are closely related to members of the
eukaryotic protein kinase superfamily (Figure 2). There are, however, some important differences in detail.
For example, PI3K-γ lacks a glycine-rich loop and substitutes the Gly•ATP phosphate interaction seen in
the protein kinases with a serine. The protein and lipid kinases exemplify a theme of shared architecture
and mechanism in protein and lipid phosphorylation that is also seen for dephosphorylation. It is intriguing
that the phosphoinositide kinases appear to have evolved from protein kinases, rather than from any of a
number of structurally unrelated small-molecule kinase families. Two relevant commonalities are a role in
signal transduction and activity against large substrates. Although individual phosphoinositide molecules
are much smaller than proteins, the phosphoinositide kinases are active only against membrane-embedded
substrates. The substrate is, from the point of view of access by the enzyme, the bilayer. Most nucleotide,
sugar and other small-molecule kinases undergo domain closure, which completely sequesters their
substrates. In the case of a large protein or a membrane-embedded lipid, this is not possible.

Fig. 2. Structural similarity between protein and lipid kinases and phosphatases. PDB files for the lipid kinases and
phosphatases are as mentioned in captions to Figure 1, with the addition of cAMP-dependent protein kinase A (PKA) (PDB
code 1APM) and dual-specificity protein phosphatase Pyst1 (PDB code 1MKP). C2 domains are colored green, active site
residues and their immediate surroundings are red, catalytic domains are cyan, the inhibitory peptide bound to PKA is magenta
and the remainder is yellow.

In the PI3K/PI4K family, the loop sequence determines not only the phosphoinositide substrate
specificity, but also the protein kinase activity [ 5 ]. This finding also holds true for the PIPKs [ 6 ]. The real
surprise, however, is that the PIPK activation loop is also a major determinant of subcellular localization.
PIPK and PI3K use different mechanisms to interact with substrates in bilayer membranes. Both PIPK and
PI3K contain an N-terminal extension to the small lobe of the catalytic domain. In PIPK, this extension
forms a flattened face and, moreover, a very large platform for membrane docking [ 7 ]. In PI3K, the similar
extension is not involved in dimerization nor is it poised for a membrane interaction like that seen in PIPK.
Rather, a C-terminal C2 domain, of the type II topology and the non-Ca2+-binding variety, appears to be
the most important site for membrane docking.
Activation of PI3K by growth factors or mitogens plays an important role in cell proliferation and
apoptosis, in part by activating Akt [ 8 ]. Increased PI3K activity leads to the recruitment of Akt to cell
membrane signaling domains, its phosphorylation, and its activation. Phosphorylation of Akt at T308 or
S473 correlates closely with its kinase activity. Akt can phosphorylate a variety of effectors, including
those that promote cell cycle progression, inhibit apoptosis, or activate genes whose products regulate lipid
and glucose metabolism, cell proliferation, and survival. Inhibitors of PI3K-like domain-containing
proteins, such as LY294002, have been used in vitro and in vivo to block cell proliferation, tumor growth,
and inflammation [ 9 ]. X-ray crystallographic analysis demonstrated that the LY294002 morpholino
oxygen forms a hydrogen bond with T882, thereby displacing the ATP adenine from the PI3K active site.
However, LY294002, which targets multiple isoforms of PI3K, each with diverse regulatory functions
(e.g., metabolism and cytokinesis), has not been a useful therapeutic agent [ 10 ], perhaps because of
unacceptable “side effects” resulting from inhibition of numerous critical PI3K-dependent pathways.

1. Small-molecule inhibitors of the PI3K signaling network
The PI3K family of enzymes comprises eight catalytic isoforms subdivided into three main classes
[ 11 ]. The phosphoinositide 3-kinase signaling pathway controls a wide variety of cellular processes
including cell death and survival, cell migration, protein synthesis and metabolism. Aberrant PI3Kdependent signaling, mediated by Akt kinase, has been implicated in a wide range of human diseases
including cancer, inflammation, autoimmunity, allergy, atherosclerosis, cardiovascular and metabolic
diseases, making this pathway a principle target for drug design and development in many R&D programs
[ 12 ]. The fact that the PI3K pathway is deregulated in a large number of human diseases, and its
importance for different cellular responses, makes it an attractive drug target.

Cancer treatment is moving away from conventional cytotoxic drugs and towards agents that target
specific proteins important to cancer development or survival. The PI3K signaling axis is an important
pathway involved in myriad human malignancies, therefore inhibition of this axis is a promising
therapeutic approach for many cancers. A range of genomic studies have indicated that PI3K signaling is
one of the most frequently deregulated pathways in several human tumors. For example, it was shown to
be deeply implicated in colorectal cancer growth and progression [ 13 ], breast cancer [ 14 ], gastric cancer
[ 15 ], non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) [ 16 ], and neuroendocrine tumours [ 17 ]. PI3K is also suggested to
be involved in chemotaxis [ 18 ] as well as in controlling embryonic stem cell proliferation and pluripotency
[ 19 ]. A variety of genetic mutations and amplifications have been described affecting key components of
this pathway, with implications not only for tumorigenesis but also for resistance to targeted agents.
Pharmacological PI3K inhibitors have played a very important role in studying cellular responses
involving these enzymes. Preclinical and clinical results of several PI3K and PI3K-mammalian target of
rapamycin (mTOR) inhibitors in early clinical trials, as single agents and in combination with other drugs,
are currently available. Emerging preclinical research has significantly advanced our understanding of the
PI3K pathway and its complex downstream signalling, interactions and crosstalk. This knowledge,
combined with the limited clinical anti-tumor activity of mTOR complex 1 inhibitors, has led to the
development of rationally designed drugs targeting key elements of this pathway, such as pure PI3K
inhibitors (both pan-PI3K and isoform-specific), dual PI3K/mTOR inhibitors, Akt inhibitors, and mTOR
complexes 1 and 2 catalytic site inhibitors. In spite of the current advances, the complexity of PI3K
signaling pathways, developing an effective anti-cancer therapy may be difficult. The biggest challenge in
curing cancer patients with various signaling pathway abnormalities is to target multiple components of
different signal transduction pathways with mechanism-based combinatorial treatments.
To date, more than 1800 PI3K inhibitors have been discovered. These include both the proteinbased agents as well as a wide range of small-molecule compounds (Fig. 3). At least 30 molecules are
currently being evaluated in advanced clinical trials or already launched in pharmaceutical market. For
instance, it was shown that all PI3Kα inhibitors potently blocked insulin-stimulated phosphorylation of
Akt in adipocytes and myotubes. It was also observed for multi-targeted inhibitors such as PIK-90 and PI103 (which inhibit PI3Kα most potently but also target p110β at concentrations 10 to 30-fold higher) as
well as PIK-75 (Fig. 3(A), I), which inhibits PI3Kα >200-fold more potently than p110β. PI3Kα inhibitors
also blocked activation of the mTORC1 pathway as measured by phosphorylation of p70S6K and its
target, rpS6. Moreover, it was evidently suggested that compounds inhibited p110γ can be targeted against
PI3Kα and vice versa, these include: PI3Kα inhibitors PIK-90, PIK-93, and PI-103 (Fig. 3(A), III-V). As
communicated by Knight et al. [ 20 ] the pairs p110β/p110γ and p110α/p110γ can be described as
pharmalogs in recognition of this SAR homology. Authors suggested that it may be more challenging to
find inhibitors with high selectivity between these targets. Consistent with this prediction, the recently
described p110γ inhibitor AS604850 (Fig. 3, II) has been reported to inhibit PI3Kα more potently than
p110β or p110γ [ 21 ].
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Fig. 3. Several inhibitors of PI3Kα (A) and PI3Kγ (B)

Although there is relatively poor information about the active binding site of PI3Kα kinase, based
on the Ras binding to PI3Kα it was recently shown that residue in PI3Kα at the position equivalent to
PI3Kγ Val223 is also a Val (Val193). This suggests that in PI3Kα another residue in the vicinity of Val193
interacts with Ras Glu37. One candidate for such a residue is Lys206 of PI3Kα. Neither PI3Kγ nor PI3Kβ

have a basic residue at the equivalent position. In PI3Kα and PI3Kγ, a bulky residue (Tyr207 and Phe203,
respectively) as well as Tyr40 (PI3Kα) are key elements in the binding pocket. Based on these
observations we suggested that at least three residues are the critical for small molecule binding to PI3Kα
kinase, these include: Val193, Lys206 and Lys207 (Fig. 4, B).

(A)

(B)
Fig 4. (A) 3D-Structure of PI3Kα kinase and the reconstructed binding site; (B) PIK-75 (I) and AS604850 (II) docked into the
binding site of PI3Kα kinase

Based on the crystal structures of the reference compounds in the molecular complexes with PI3Kγ
kinase the principal amino acid residues were tentatively identified (Table 1, Figs. 5-7).
Table 1. Amino acids reported to be significant in ATP and small molecule binding with PI3Kγ kinase
NN

Residue

1

ALA805

2

SER806

3

TRP812

4

ILE831

5

LYS833

6

ASP841

7

TYR867

8

ILE879

9

ILE881

10

VAL882

11

LYS890

12

ASP950

13

ILE952

14

MET953

15

HIS962

16

ILE963

17

ASP964

18

GLU880

19

MET804

20

LEU811

21

PHE832

22

PRO810

23

ASP836

24

LEU838

25

ASN951

26

PHE961

* the critical residues are shown in bold.

Fig. 5. Determination of active binding site of PI3Kγ kinase using reported crystallographic data

Fig. 6. Wortmannin docked into the active binding site of PI3Kγ kinase and developed “protomol” (“fashion” of molecule
located in the active binding site of protein). All reference structures shown in Fig. 3(B) were successfully docked into the
active binding site of PI3Kγ kinase.

Fig. 7. A superposition of 3D-conformations of several reference structures: green – Wortmannin; blue – Quercetin; orange –
Myricetin; violet – AS604850

Concept and Applications
PI3K-targeted library design at CDL involves:
• A combined profiling methodology that provides a consensus score and decision based on various
advanced computational tools:
1. Unique morphing and funneling procedures in designing novel potential PI3K ligands with high IP
value. We apply CDL’s proprietary ChemosoftTM software and commercially available solutions from
Accelrys, MOE, Daylight and other platforms.
2. Neural Network tools for target-library profiling, in particular Self-organizing Kohonen Maps,
performed in SmartMining Software.
3. 3D-molecular docking approach to focused library design.
4. Computational-based `in silico` ADME/Tox assessment for novel compounds includes prediction of
human CYP P450-mediated metabolism and toxicity as well as many pharmacokinetic parameters, such as

Brain-Blood Barrier (BBB) permeability, Human Intestinal Absorption (HIA), Plasma Protein binding
(PPB), Plasma half-life time (T1/2), Volume of distribution in human plasma (Vd), etc.
The fundamentals for these applications are described in a series of our recent articles on the design
of exploratory small molecule chemistry for bioscreening [for related data visit ChemDiv. Inc. online
source: www.chemdiv.com].
• Synthesis, biological evaluation and SAR study for the selected structures:
1. High-throughput synthesis with multiple parallel library validation. Synthetic protocols, building blocks
and chemical strategies are available.
2. Library activity validation via bioscreening; SAR is implemented in the next library generation.

We practice a multi-step approach for building PI3K-focused library:
Virtual screening
(1) The small-molecular ligands for PI3K (more than 1.5K cmpds) are compiled into a unique knowledge
base (reference ligand space). Among these compounds, several agents are currently being evaluated in
advanced clinical trials or already launched in market. The knowledge base has been analyzed for the
pharmacophore hypotheses (not shown here) as well as particular bioisosteric rules used in the subsequent
morphing procedures. The reference ligand space is used as a source for searching novel chemotypes via a
variety of structure morphing procedures: bioisosteric, pharmacophore, 2D and 3D similarity. A series of
consecutive funneling procedures are applied to enhance the target-specific relevance of novel compounds.
During this step, we address the compound’s lead-likeness (enforcing partial Rule of 3 compliance), the
availability of unique R-groups, the pre-synthetic analysis of privileged templates, the IP potential, the
feasibility of high-throughput chemistry. The resulting database includes more that 200K “high-score”
compounds from ChemDiv store.
(2) At the second stage of our PI3K-targeted library design, we have collected a 22K-compound database
of known drugs and compounds entered into preclinical or clinical trials; their structures and assignments
were mainly obtained from Prous Integrity Database [ 22 ]. Each compound in this database has been
characterized by a defined profile of target-specific activity, focused against 1 of more than 100 different
protein targets. The database was filtered based on MW (not more than 800). Molecular features encoding
the relevant physicochemical and topological properties of compounds were calculated from 2D molecular
representations and selected by PCA. These molecular descriptors encode the most significant molecular
features, such as molecular size, lipophilicity, H-binding capacity, flexibility, and molecular topology (see
below). Taken in combination, they define both pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic behavior of
compounds and are effective for property-based classification of target-specific groups of active agents.
However, it should be noted that for each particular target-specific activity group, another, more optimal
set of descriptors can be found, which provides better classification ability.

Self-organizing Kohonen mapping
Self-organizing Kohonen maps [ 23 ] belong to a class of neural networks known as competitive
learning or self-organizing networks which in turn are based on unsupervised learning rule. They were
originally developed to model the ability of the brain to store complex information as a reduced set of
salient facts without loss of information about their interrelationships. High-dimensional data are mapped
onto a two-dimensional rectangular or hexagonal lattice of neurons in such a way as to preserve the
topology of the original space. This methodology has successfully been used in various medicinal
chemistry applications [for review, see: 24 ].
Various molecular descriptors were calculated for Kohonen modeling using SmartMining software.
As a result of specific selection procedure, at the output, an experimental set consisted of 7 molecular
descriptors including Zagreb index, E-state indexes for the following structural fragments: >C-, -CH2-, CH3, the number of H-bond donors, HB2 (a structural descriptor which encodes the strength of H-bond
acceptors following an empirical rule) and LogP was determined. This set was then used for Kohonen map
generation. A Kohonen SOM of 22K pharmaceutical leads and drugs, including a set of PI3K inhibitors,
generated as a result of the unsupervised learning procedure is depicted in Fig. 9. It shows that the studied
compounds occupy a wide area on the map, which can be characterized as the area of drug-likeness.
Distribution of various target-specific groups of ligands in the Kohonen map demonstrates that most of
these groups have distinct locations in specific regions of the map (Fig. 10a-e). A possible explanation of
these differences is in that, as a rule, receptors of one type share a structurally conserved ligand-binding
site. The structure of this site determines molecular properties that a receptor-selective ligand should
possess to properly bind the site. These properties include specific spatial, lipophilic, and H-binding
parameters, as well as other features influencing the pharmacodynamic characteristics. Therefore, every
group of active ligand molecules can be characterized by a unique combination of physicochemical
parameters differentiating it from other target-specific groups of ligands. Another explanation of the
observed phenomenon can be related to different pharmacokinetic requirements to drugs acting on
different biotargets. The described algorithm represents an effective procedure for selection of targetfocused compound subsets compatible with high throughput in silico evaluation of large virtual chemical
space.

Fig. 9. Property space of 22K pharmaceutical leads and drugs visualized using the Kohonen map (the data have been smoothed)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 10. Distribution of 5 large target-specific groups of pharmaceutical agents on the Kohonen map: (a) PI3K inhibitors (1552
compounds); (b) nuclear receptor agonists/antagonists (1122 compounds); (c) GPCR agonists/antagonists (12,711 compounds);
(d) potassium channel activators (1143 compounds); (e) calcium channel antagonists (1321 compounds)

Whenever a large enough set of active ligands is available for a particular receptor, the quantitative
discrimination function can be generated allowing selection of a series of compounds to be assayed against
the target. It is important to note that focusing on physicochemical rather than structural features makes
this approach complementary to any available ligand structure similarity technique. The predictive ability
of the model constructed towards PI3K-active agents was approx. 76%. Therefore, this model can be
satisfactorily used for targeted-library design and rational compound selection. We have used this model
for rational compound selection. Thus, the generated library (more than 200K structures form ChemDiv
store) has been tested and structures have been classified in different groups in accordance to the predicted
activity, in particular against PI3K. As a result, the model provides 50K “high score” compounds.
(3) 3D-molecular docking study has also been provided for several chemotypes included in the 50K PI3Kbiased group. The model has been developed based on the available crystallographic data reported for
different PI3K isoforms. The key aspects of this model are presented above. For the modeling we have
used two computational programs, Surflex and MolSoft, ver. 3.6-1i. At the output, we have selected more
than 18K “high score” compounds for further evaluation.
(4) We also consider the ADME/Tox issues (such as HIA and BBB-permeability, plasma protein binding,
cytochrome P450 substrate and inhibition potential) and key physico-chemical properties (such as DMSO
and water solubility, stability and ionization potential, etc.). The funneling procedures can be carried out
by PI3K-specific neural networks, fragment and property-based models. Diversity of the final selection is
optimized using proprietary algorithms.

Synthesis and biological evaluation
(4) Novel PI3K-targeted library is synthesized according to the above criteria.
(5) Compounds targeted against PI3K are planned to be validated by bioscreening in collaboration with
academic institutions.

Our strategy has proven to be efficient for generation of kinase-targeted libraries. The higher hit
rate over diverse libraries, along with identification of novel active chemotypes with optimized diversity
and ADME properties, has been shown in multiple studies. Using the computational approaches listed
above we have compiled the PI3K-focused library consisted of more than 18K small molecule compounds
targeted specifically against different PI3K isoforms. Representative examples of the biased compounds is
shown in Fig. 11.
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Fig. 11. Representative examples of compounds from PI3K-targeted library

Here, we provide rapid and efficient tools for follow-up chemistry on discovered hits, including
single isomer chemistry, stereoselective synthesis and racemic mixture separation. Targeted library is
updated quarterly based on a “cache” principle. Older scaffolds/compounds are replaced by templates
resulting from our in-house development (unique chemistry, literature data, computational approaches)
while the overall size of the library remains the same (ca. 16-20K compounds). As a result, the library is
renewed each year, proprietary compounds comprising 55-75% of the entire set. Clients are invited to
participate in the template selection process prior to launch of our synthetic effort.
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